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Chairmans news

Welcome to all of our Highway members.

Firstly congratulations to the following on club promotions:

Dave Wickham from Honours to Honours Bronze. Tammy Harding from 

4 star to 5 star, Bruce Mackenzie from 2 star to 3 star

Over time I have often struggled with critiquing my own images.  You 

know the basics but when it comes to your own work, you can be 

over critical or just simply don’t see the mistakes because you are 

emotionally invested.  With this in mind I conducted a survey.

In this month’s mag I have approached several very talented and 

successful photographers, posing the question “1. What are maybe 5 

tips you use to critique your own images.

2. The most common errors you generally see “  

To get another angle I posed the same question to some of our 

regular PSSA judges.

I am extremely grateful and humbled that they took the time to give 

of their wisdom.  So please read and take from it and learn,  I know I 

have.  You will also note some common threads.  Below are some of 

my favourite hints

1. Walk away: take a break and return to it later.

2. Light, Light, Light, all of them emphased it’s  importance

3. Mood and atmosphere in your images and strive to find it

4. Think small:. Shrink yours in size and ask yourself if it still has impact. 

5. Find an honest mentor to comment. (Preferable not a 

photographer).

6. Do a mirror swop, in other words flip it horizontally and see if it still 

makes sense to you.

Stay Safe everyone until next time.

Regards

Bev Husband

Don’t forget our mentor programme ! Even the 5 star members utilize 

this to improve their photography. Submit your image before camera 

club submission and let the mentor talk you through your 

improvements then submit your image and wait for the golds & merits 

bevannhusband@gmail.com

mailto:bevannhusband@gmail.com


The judge this month  Ben Myburgh

Westville CC

Remember “if you take care of your background and 
your borders, your image will take care of itself”

"Halcyon Horizon" by Tammy Harding



"River Jump" by Bruce Mackenzie



"Hippo head butt" by Hugh Watson



"Beauty and the beast" by Hugh Watson



"Tyla on the bridge" 

by Karon McCann



"Mouth to Mouth" 

by Carole Hibbert

"Vertical Climb" 

by Bruce 

Mackenzie

"Wheelie Fun" by 

Bruce Mackenzie

“Chasing the goal" by Margaret Keyter



"Manoeuvre“

by Geoff Marshall

"Excitement and Speed" 

by Margaret Keyter

"Action boy" by 

Geoff Marshall



"Exploded water balloons" by Keith Rein

"Interprovincial 

competition" by 

Ann Marshall

"Popped water 

balloon" by Keith Rein



"Catch It" by 

Celia Fourie

"Up and over“

by Hugh 

Watson

"Reaching Down“

by Dave Wickham



"Getting Closer" by Celia Fourie

"Glow“

by Charmaine

Benadie

"Balancing Act" by 

Carole Hibbert



"Abandoned village" 

by Maryke McGeer
"White turban" by 

Maryke McGeer

"Fire Tower Sunrise" 

by Bruce Mackenzie



"Winter 

wonderland“

by Margaret 

Keyter

"checking you out" 

by Margaret 

Keyter

"Botswana 

Sunset" by 

Geoffrey 

Peatling



"Smile" by 

Carole 

Hibbert

"jungle gaze" by 

Maryke

McGeer

"Yellow Billed 

Stork" by 

geoffrey 

peatling



"Stonechat 

Serenity" by 

Tammy Harding

"On Alert" by 

Geoffrey 

Peatling

"Chewing Bones" 

by Celia Fourie



"Amethyst Attraction" 

by Tammy Harding

"Just Waiting" 

by Celia Fourie

"Stork ballerina" by 

Hugh Watson



"Innocent" by 

Charmaine 

Benadie

"Warm smile" by 

Maryke McGeer

"Autumn Leaves" 

by Barry 

Groenewald



"Busy Bee" by 

Rowan Schultz

"Finding 

shelter" by 

Rowan Schultz

"Heaven Can 

Wait" by 

Carole 

Hibbert



"Ring bark" by 

Geoff Marshall

"Prague vortex“

by Ann Marshall

"Living on the 

Edge" by Bridgid

Wickham



"Prevention" by 

Charmaine 

Benadie

"Buffalo Moon" by 

Bridgid Wickham

"Inside a Van 

Gogh Autumn" by 

Bev Husband



"Eyes on the Ball" 

by Dave Wickham



Your club points so far

Merit = 5 pts

Gold = 4 pts

Silver = 3 pts

Bronze = 2 pts

Total club points is sum of all club awards
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Club Subjects

Other Categories 

Set Subject

Open Colour only

Nature & Wildlife Colour only

Monochrome

Macro & Close up colour only

Creative and Altered Reality Colour only

Photojournalism and Sport

World of Colour (can add a 5th image only in this 

category)
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The years subjects:

April:           Your favourite place

May:            Buildings

June:           Changing seasons

July:             Action Shots

August:        Thinking in Threes

September: Citrus

October:     The power of the Flower

November: Food Photography

New category



Up coming Salons

• 2022-08-13 PPS National PDI Salon 

• 2022-08-27 7th Bosveld Fotografieklub

Salon 

• 2022-09-10 Krugersdorp Camera Club 

17th National Digital Salon

• 2022-09-17 Amber Camera Club 2nd 

National Digital & AV Salon

• 2022-10-01 9th Swartland Salon 2021

• 2022-10-09 Danube Autumn Circuit 

2022 (Edenvale Photographic Club)

• 2022-10-15 Kroonstad Fotoklub 65th 

Jubilee PDI Salon 

• 2022-10-22 PSSA 22nd Up and Coming 

Competition

• 2022-10-29 International "Glass" theme 

AV Salon for 2022
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7th MFFC National Digital Salon - 2022
Carole                     1 Acceptance, 1 Comm

Bridgid 2 Acceptances

6th SSCC National Digital Salon

Carole                    3 Acceptances, 2 Comms

Hugh                       2 Acceptances, 1 Comm

Bridgid 2 Acceptances,

Dave                       2 Acceptances
Geoff P                   Category Runner up – Club Medal

21st National "Up-and-Coming" 

Chairmaine 2 Acceptances, 1 Comm

Carole                     5 Acceptances, 1 Comm

Matthew                  1 Acceptance, 

Category Runner Up – Bronze Medal

Bruce                       4 Acceptances

Maryke 2 Acceptances, 1 Comm

Laura                       2 Acceptances

2nd Witzenberg PS SALON

Karon                       1 Acceptance

Hugh                        1 Comm

Bridgid 5 Acceptances
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Category Runner Up - Club Medal



Category Runner Up –
Up&Coming Bronze 
Medal
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AUGUST CHALLENGE

THINKING IN THREES
There’s something special about threes in art, something easy 

to view. What is it about three that we like so much? It could 

be that, like a tripod, the power of three gives our 

compositions stability, and as importantly, simplicity. This 

small, odd prime number is easy to identify and manipulate. 

The trick comes in using the power of three strongly and 

literally sometimes, and at other times, in a more subtle and 

understated way 



SEPTEMBER CHALLENGE

CITRUS



Critique your OWN images

Hints from some experts

I asked some professional photographers and some of our past 

judges the following questions: 

1. What are maybe 5 tips you use to critique your own images.

2. The most common errors you generally see 

The Photographers

Heinrich van den Berg specialises in nature,  

environmental and travel photography

https://heinrichvandenberg.com/

1. The way I look at my own images changes

over time, as I change. I find that if I don’t like 

an image now, chances are that I’ll love that same image 

years later. It happened with me with slides in the old day - I 

found a trashcan full of slides that I dismissed to throw away 

and not the frame at all, and then when I looked at those 

slides’ years later, I loved them and used some of them, 

because the way I looked at imagery changed in my head. 

The rules I used when I took the image changed, and I later 

used different rules to judge my own images. That is the reason 

I don’t really delete any images from my library, as I later will 

look at them differently.

2. Decide what you want to use the image for. For Facebook 

and social media like Instagram you need immediate impact, 

so saturated, dramatic images do well, but if you want to 

frame it and put onto your wall, the image must be beautiful 

to you for years. Facebook images you’ll get tired of very 

quickly, whereas fine art print images you won’t. But fine art 

print images probably will not get as many likes on social 

media as oversaturated, dramatic images. 

3. Don’t underestimate the power of impact when it comes to 

submitting images for competitions. Judges spent very very

little time looking at each photograph, because they have to 

check so many in a short period of time. So, it has to stop them 

in their tracks.

https://heinrichvandenberg.com/


Hints from some experts part ii

Heinrich van den Berg..continued

4. Light is important.

5. Crop you image correctly. Just a slight adjustment in a crop 

can do wonders to an image.

As a judge what are the most common errors you see in 

photography.   

Not taking the visual intelligence of the judge into 

consideration. The standard of imagery is so high, that 

normal, boring portraits will never again win competitions -

you have to be different.

Anton Crone is the former editor of online

travel magazines Africa Geographic and

Safarious and is now the senior

photojournalist for celebrated print

magazine, Getaway.

https://antoncrone.com/

1: Don’t consider the technical aspects such

as composition or the lighting. Consider this:

how does it make you feel? If it stirs 

something in you, it’s no doubt a good image. 

2: Walk away: If you’re not sure how you feel about an 

image, take a break and return to it later. I often find images I 

really liked don’t survive this test, and visa versa. 

3: Imagine you’re a photographic agent (from Magnum) or 

the editor of your favourite magazine, and you’ve just been 

sent an image or portfolio of images from a photographer 

looking for representation, or to publish in your magazine. 

How would you respond? Or picture the image framed in a 

gallery alongside others from your favourite photographers. 

An agent walks by and stops to look at yours. Would they 

linger?

4: Think small: in this day and age, images are often portrayed 

on small phone screens. Shrink yours in size and ask yourself if 

it still has impact. 

5: If you find you really like an image, ask yourself what you 

could have done to improve it. 

https://antoncrone.com/


Hints from some experts part iii

Martin Osner A multi-award winning artist, with his own

signature photography gallery in Cape

Town, Martin teaches a variety of

photographic disciplines, including

landscape, still-life, fine art and creative

lessons.

https://www.martinosner.com/

1. Only look at your photographs six months 

after you have taken them. Then you can process and edit 

after emotion and personal attachment has subsided.

2. Never ask close family or friends for comment, they are 

emotionally obligated and have a vested interest in your 

work.

3. Find an honest mentor to comment. (Preferable not a 

photographer). Listen quietly without discussion or 

explanation, then make choices with your heart and not with 

your head. 

4. Don't allow your work to be subjective to only the rules of 

composition. Be mindful of the rules, but very often the most 

interesting photographs stare the rules down as they abound 

in grace and mystery. 

5. Re-evaluate your portfolio every year, sometimes being in a 

bad mood when doing so helps to make an honest 

judgement.

6. Do not choose or develop pictures to please a judge

https://www.martinosner.com/


Hints from some experts part iv

Curtis Gallon         A food specialist photographer each image

he shoots is a delicate balance of

composition, framing and lighting. Curtis

was drawn to this area of photography

through his own love of food and the role it

plays connecting people and culture.  He is

currently living and shooting in New York

https://curtisgallon.com/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=05tn6gaPTRE&t=1474s

In order to devise a system to critique our 

images, we first need to ask ourselves: why is this important? 

For me, the most important reason is to develop ourselves as 

photographers and creatives.

Sometimes we draw inspiration from our environment and 

surroundings and apply this to our work. We might get inspired 

to photograph our subject in a type of light we can see but 

when we take the picture we don’t seem to capture the 

movement or the feeling we set out to convey. This is a good 

thing! Take the time to break down the shot into the different 

elements and see why it didn’t work. Research, speak to other 

photographers and try to figure out why it didn’t work. By 

dissecting and critiquing your work in this way you will be 

better prepared when the opportunity presents itself again.

Things that have helped me critique and dissect my work:

Going back to the basics – Understanding these principles will 

be extremely beneficial. These rules exist for a reason and 

understanding them will greatly improve our photography.

https://curtisgallon.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=05tn6gaPTRE&t=1474s


Curtis Gallon..continued….

A good understanding of composition is vital. Learn and 

research different theories like the rule of thirds, the golden 

triangle, rule of odds, how we read images, etc.

Lighting – This is something that is a little tricker to critique as 

lighting can be both creative and

subjective. However, there is a difference between a correct 

or well-lit image and an image where the lighting does not 

make sense. I like to study the work of photographers and 

painters who I know have a good understanding of light.

All this being said, look back on your work and try and do it in 

an objective manner. Analyse your images and take note of 

lessons that can be learnt. As you work to becoming a better 

photographer you should see a development in your work; 

this is a good thing!

I now asked some of our PSSA judges…..

Geoff Feldon 1. Once you have finished processing

the image close it down and leave

for a few hours or even a day or two.

2. Try to look at the image as though it

is not yours, forget about what was

happening when you took it.

3. Consider if you find it impactful and

tells you something.

Hints from some experts part v

LPSSA - Regional Director



Hints from some experts part iv

Geoff Feldon..continued….

4. Check for any technical flaws. If there are any fix them. If 

they are major cannot be fixed (eg, out of focus) then scrap it 

no matter how much you may like the image or story. 

Unfortunately, some images can’t be saved.

5. Do one final look at the levels or curves to see if you can 

get the image to POP more, without going too strong.

The most common errors I generally see from my perspective 

are……

1. Lighting too flat. Add contrast with levels or curves.

2. Images over sharpened. Can happen due to an over 

emphasis on images being “pin sharp”.

3. Focus in the wrong place or focus off. Can be due to 

camera shake as well.

4. Not enough attention given to the story or feel of the 

image in an effort to get them all technically perfect.

5. Lack of attention to composition.

I know of these seem to contradict each other but it is a 

matter of balance of all aspects of a photo.

Pam Brighton            1. The critique starts when you first take

the photo.  What makes you take this

photo? Think about it, is it a story, or an

emotion? Something different, exciting,

special? Is the light beautiful? What

should your settings be? Walk around

and look for the right angle. If you can

still see any of the above then you may

have a good pic. 

LPSSA



Hints from some experts part v

Pam Brighton continued…….

Remember a good average is 1 in every 100 shots you take!

2. Study the raw pic. Don’t be in a hurry to put your image out 

there. Can you do something to let the viewer see what you 

saw?

3.Post process carefully. Make small adjustments and keep 

looking and checking previews. Leave it for a while. Often 

today’s image doesn’t look so good in a few days time. You 

can always make changes if you keep a PSD or TIFF.

4.Examine the image in a dark room, in Irfanview on the 

biggest screen you have. Look at the technical aspects, 

exposure, focus contrast, composition and crop. Is your subject 

or focal point clear, have you made good use of depth of field 

where necessary? Are there any distractions? Check for bright 

spots, clogged blacks.

Do you still feel good about your pic?

Now comes the crunch. Will the viewer get it? You have taken 

the trouble to produce the best image you can. If after careful 

examination you can do no more and it still appeals to you, go 

for it. Remember whatever happens in club or salon its just 

someone’s opinion. If its constructive use the suggestions, if not 

don’t worry about it!

5. After that first time you enter think about the comments, 

experiment with them and crit again. Do you prefer your own 

version, your own style. Then go ahead, have the courage of 

your convictions.

Most common errors

1. Flat images, poor use of contrast.

2.Wildlife pics where there is poor separation of the subject 

from the background and or other animals.

3.Cluttered images, simple is better than busy.

4.No creativity, images that have been done many times can 

still be very good and hopefully are judged accordingly, but 

they lose impact.



Hints from some experts part v1

Jill Sneesby

The most difficult part of critting your own

pics is to look at them as if they aren’t

yours and as if you weren’t there when it

was taken. Either we are too harsh, as

mentioned above, or too lenient as I do

like all of my images – the trick is to find a

happy medium.

When you look at your Image ask yourself

1.            Does the mood come across?  If not why not? 

Lighting, exposure, saturation – these three elements can make or 

break your image.

2.            Is the subject of interest to anyone but yourself?

We all take masses of shots but just because it is relevant to us 

personally doesn’t mean it will be of interest to anyone else.

3.            Do you look at the image itself, or are you too worried 

about what the judges will say?

To you, all your pics are great, and that is how it should be, 

otherwise why take them.

Common errors

Under and over processing – either too much or too little.  A good 

practice is to process your image a few times, even over a few 

days.  The wait a few more days and compare each of the 

processed images and see what works and what doesn’t and if 

need be process them again.

Hon MPSSA, MPSSA, FPSSA(Dux), 

AV-FPSSA, MFIAP, ESFIAP, FPSA -

President & National Director



The prize giving for our 4 way Mini Competition

Venue: Hillcrest Sports club

Date: Teusday 16th August

Time: 7 pm

Bring and share a plate of something

Award for winning club

Prize for 1st , 2nd and  3rd image

The evening is an opportunity to not only see 

the winning images but partake in a friendly 

Social with other togs.  So please join us all.



Regional Interclub 2023 – Set Subject

Colours affect our mood and influence the way we think. 

Use colour to uplift the spirit and bring joy to the viewer. 

When thinking of this subject think of what colours can be 

used to create the right impact.

There is no limit to the number of colours, from one to 100, 

and any subject can be chosen. The image could be of 

Nature, Portrait, Still Life etc but must be uplifting and 

vibrant.

Also See: Dopamine Dressing which Fashion psychologist Dr.

Dawnn Karen, coined the term in her book, “Dress Your Best 

Life.” So, what is it exactly? Like the name suggests, 

dopamine dressing (also called “mood enhancement 

dressing”) releases a rush of the feel-good neurotransmitter, 

aka “happy hormones.”

Now put that “Happy Hormones” feeling in your 

photography. 

All photos must have been submitted to club between 1st

May 2022 and 31st May 2023. No restriction on when taken. 

See Rules of KZN Interclub Competition.

Manipulation Allowed.

World of Colour 



Regional Congress –

August 2022

Hosted by Westville Camera Club

Westville Country club on 20th August
The cost will be R400 per delegate.

This will be Tea/Coffee on arrival, morning tea 

and lunch. We will also be having 2 speakers as 

well as practical workshops









The 2022 competition is split into two main sections; 
Professional and Enthusiast. Within those sections, there 
are several categories available for entry. You can see 
the full list of categories, rules and prizes via the link in 
below
https://www.facebook.com/SouthAfricanPOTY/

https://southafricanpoty.com/

https://www.facebook.com/SouthAfricanPOTY/
https://southafricanpoty.com/


Happy birthday in August
to

Allan Rein

Geoff Peatling

Norma Hush

Allison Neumann

Rowan Schultz              



Final word from our Chairman

My favourite quote for this month

“Take care of your background and your border and the rest 

will take care of itself.”
— Ben Myburgh

My favourite “ Master” Heinrich van den Berg– I specialise in 

nature, environmental and travel photography. I have spent 

many years in the field, capturing images of African wildlife 

and the natural beauty of the continent. I have won many 

awards, but to me, these are insignificant  The last image I 

take is the only one that counts
https://heinrichvandenberg.com/photographer/

To you all,  stay safe and keep on snapping!!!!

Bev


